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- General multilayered logic
- Analysis of reciprocity (TA)

- Analysis of contract logic (TB)
- General redescription of social objects 

as constraints on actions
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PRIMER ON POLITICAL 
PHENOMENOLOGY

CAPITAL VOL 1 - Multilayered sites and types of 
social novelty
- From singular material supports to 
new social forms
- From points to agents, strategy and 
tactics
- Expansion of novelty and 
connectivity

FORMAL INCLUSION OF THEORY OF  
POLITICAL ORGANIZATION



We have a description of capitalist social formations from the standpoint of objective 
phenomenology, i.e, a description of social worlds that are best seen from the standpoint of 
certain of its own objects.

We are now looking for a theory of organization developed under the same premises. This implies 
that three aspects be treated as co-determining one another:

- the compositional structure of an organization determines what differences make a 
difference to it. This requires us to connect the compositional and the informational.

- the informational structure of an organization is determined by the ways it interacts with its 
environment. This requires us to connect the informational and the interactional.

- the interactive dimension of an organization, if it is to remain political, requires it to produce 
something new and to find ways to make it consist beyond its own limits. This requires us to 
connect the interactional back with the compositional.

This last step qualifies the whole process as an experimental one, as experimentation extracts 
new differences through novel compositional arrangements of instruments and experimental 
designs, while also composing these results with other positive or negative outcomes, etc.



Composition

InteractionInformation

1) How does material composition constrain and shape what differences constitute information channels?
2) How are interventions in an environment and its responses connected to this information structure?
3) How can interventions be structured so that un-formed aspects of the world start to make consistent differences?
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What does it do?

It allows us to describe objects categorically as being 
structured by different constraints on the space of 
possible behaviors of a system. Given an object O, we 
can define its parts and an order structure on them 
based on how they allow for or fully determine the 
possible behaviors of other parts.

What could it help us with?

Behavioral mereology could help us redescribe social 
objects as a set of constraints on actions or behaviors 
– this could help us bridge the gap between the more 
structural description of objects in the Primer and a 
more normative description that is useful for social 
sciences and political analysis. 





Intuitive connections

Behavioral mereology Logics of Worlds

Functional restriction (quotient) from behavioral type of whole 
system to behavioral type of the part

Phenomenal component

Surjection Ip: BS -> BP can be presented by its equivalence relation on 
BS, Where b ~ pb’ iff bIp = b’Ip

Atom

Compatibility of behaviors defined as: 
a ∈ BP and b ∈ BQ:
c(a,b) := ∃s ∈ S. a=sIP and sIQ=b

Localization and compatibility

Determination of behaviors defined as:
d(a,b) := ∀s ∈ S. a=sIP → sIQ=b

Order

Constraints as predicates Resolutive constraints 

“P Allows Φ to Q” and “P Guarantees Φ to Q” Modal dependence

Lattice of parts Real Synthesis



Some challenges

- Existential and universal quantification in terms of 
adjoints to pullbacks in any topos (Lawvere)

- Meets of behaviors P and Q and pushouts

- Disjoint unions as smallest quotienting by 
equivalence relation for which p ~q

- Joins of P and Q given by image factorialization of 
induced map BS -> BP x BQ

- Adjoints’ structure in modalities “allows” and 
“guarantees”

- Predicate constraints on non-classical toposes

- Connecting this treatment of the Lotka-Volterra 
predator-prey model to the one in “Resource sharing 
Machines”.
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What does it do?

The formalism for RSM combines a compositional 
approach to resource-based systems (where 
communication is undirected and interaction is passive) 
and another, to computational machines (where 
communication is directed and interactions are active), 
allowing us to discuss how material structure (i.e
physical systems) condition and interact with 
informational structure (i.e input/ouput systems) and 
seeing how both levels can compose simultaneously.

What could it help us with?

RSM seems like a first step in addressing the question: 
how do different forms of composition affect the type of 
information that a system is sensible to? We could use 
the insights from this research to explore the 
connection between the material of a site and the 
creation of new informational “ports” that sense 
potentially new types of difference.





Intuitive connections

Resource Sharing Machines Logics of Worlds and Political Phenomenology

Resource sharing systems treated as O(Cospan FINSET )–algebra, 
with:
- types as finite sets M
- Morphisms as cospans M1+... MN -> Q <-N

Black box for support-set of a Site 
Operads for use-value sets 

Machine composition as WD-algebra with:
- objects as pairs of C-typed sinite sets (Xin, X

out)
- morphisms as pairs (Φin, Φout): (Xin, X

out) <-> (Yin, Yout)

Affectation structure and points
Operad for commodity-production and value transfer

Let C be a cartesian monoidal category with pullbacks. Let A: Cop -> 
Cat be an indexed category with a section T: C-> LensA be a 
“contravariant dynamica system doctrine” such that A is monoidal 
and T is oplax. There exists a lax monoidal functor RSM: LensA x 
SpanC -> Set

- The domain LensA x SpanC defines a syntax for composing ODS
Boxes [(I,O), M] in Operad are filled with elements (S, (u,r), p) ∈ RSM 
((I,O),M) such that:
- S – state space
- (u,r): (TS,S) <-> (I,O) – dynamics and read-out function
- P: S-> M – observation states from the perspecive of exposed 

ports  



Some challenges

- Connecting dynamic treatment of resource systems 
with site-structure and use-structure.

- Cospans, C-typed finite sets (TFSC), Lenses

- Connecting use of lenses in RSM with lenses and 
optics in ParaOptics

- Paper focuses on accounting for both RS and M 
composition simultaneously, but says little (a) about 
how the first can produces the other (morphogenesis) 
and (b) about the first can constrain the other (an 
aspect which connects RSM to Petri Nets)
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What does it do?

“Categorial cybernetics” describes systems that are 
bidirectional – interacting with an environment – under 
certain parameters, which can themselves be 
transformed. This allows for a general compositional 
framework dealing with parametrized interventions, 
sensors, environments and agents – unifying ideas 
from control systems theory, open games, machine 
learning and other areas.

What could it help us with?

CC helps us give a first formal treatment to political 
processes, unpacking the theory of points into a circuit 
that binds determinate interventions on a world’s 
substrate and the way these interventions inform our 
next steps. Furthermore, this formalism ultimately 
allows us to shift perspective between system and 
environment, considering an ecology of organizations 
as a circuit of constraints for new systems (i.e. as a 
“comb”).









Intuitive connections

Reparameterizable Optics Logics of Worlds and Political Phenomenology

In a cartesian category C:

Lens (X,S) <-> (Y,R)
view: X-> Y
update: X o R -> S

Unpacks the feedback structure of points

In any category C:

Optic (X,S) <-> (Y,R), actegory M of residuals, such that:
do: X -> M o Y
propagate: M o R -> S

Further distinguishes between point-parameters, actual intervention 
and its effects

Parametrized Optic (X,S) <-(P,Q)-> (Y,R)

We have therefore not only environment state X, but control-input P, 
and not only environment feedback S, but also control-feedback Q.

Given Para.Optic(C) Φ: (X,S) <-(P,Q)-> (Y,R), a reparametrization (Φ ->

Ψ) is an optic Ω:(P’,Q’) <-> (P,Q) in M such that Ψ: (Ω o (X,S); Φ)

Defines a space of parameters for interventions which could be 
called a space of agency



Some challenges

- Lenses, Optics, Combs…

- Mostly tailored to formalization of games and algorithms, 
where the relation between observation and intervention are 
limited in different ways to tactics and strategy.

- How do reparameterization spaces (agents) compose together?

- Under which conditions can we meaningfully shift perspective 
from ReparaOptics to a Comb of Optics, to see the space of 
organizations as an environment to new systems?

- What are the connections between Optics and the treatment, in 
linear logic, of dialogical reasoning?

- How to connect parameters, sensors and agents to a more 
experimental set-up of instruments, observations and 
hypotheses?
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What does it do?

The categorial presentation of experiments seeks to 
highlight the way transformations in each object-
systems, instruments and interpretative structures are 
connected and determine the consistency of 
experiments, binding together interactive, informational 
and compositional operations.

What could it help us with?

Once we have the means to connect different forms of 
composition to different types of information channels 
(RSM) and the means to think these systems in terms 
of their parameterized interaction with an environment 
or world, we should be able to use the structures 
developed in these papers to define a class of 
interactions which are experimental, in that they abide 
to some additional constraints that allow for 
transmission and composition of this body of effective 
interventions.









Intuitive connections

Categorial treatment of experiments Logics of Worlds and Political Phenomenology

S – system under study
I – instrumental apparatus
Th – theory of S
List Monad

F: I -> I (endofunctor of possible transformations of apparatus)
G: S -> I (functor mapping system to instrument)

Adjoint Functor Theorem (“Every monad is the result of an
adjunction”) gives us functors mapping from experiments to theory, 
a separate category.

Establish conditions for the output of an experiment to (a) code
morphisms of a system and (b) be composable with other
experiments.

R – register space
Ex – reference category
Hypo – category of theoretical parametrizations
Th – space of informational states

Reference functors US: S-> Ex, UI: I-> Ex, UR: R-Ex
experimental design: x: US(O) -> UI(O)
observation: q: US(O) -> UR(O)
category of experimental designs: S ↓Ex I

experimental universe: R x (S ↓Ex I)

Establish conditions, through a commutative diagram, for 
interventions and observations to constitute a verifiable experimente



Some challenges

- Frobenius monads, Adjoint Functor Theorem, Comma 
Categories, etc.

- Possible connections between instruments and parametrized 
interactions, observations and sensor/propagation and 
hypotheses and agency-structures.

- Very vague on conditions for experiment-composition

- Would require clearer understanding of the difference between 
scientific and political conditions for experimentation

- Unclear operadic treatment – possibly “ologs”? (From Spivak’s 
“Category Theory for the Sciences”)
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What does it do?

Surrogate and delegate reasoning theories study how 
certain tasks are better accomplished through 
displacement to auxiliar systems or models. It is also 
interested in the way their material and formal 
constrains play in its affordances and restrictions.

What could it help us with?

Theories of delegate reasoning help us associate 
material constraints of specific experiments with the 
circumventing of limitations to grasp information 
otherwise unavailable.


